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World War II was a
terRible time when Japan,
Italy and Germany were
at war with the United
States and much of
Europe. “World War”
means almost every
country was fighting.

In Japan, alL boys age thirteEn and older had to
either join the army or navy, or work in a weapons
factory. At age 15, young Katagiri entered the
Japanese Air Force. He became an aircraft engine
mechanic.

Do you think
there are any
similarities
betweEn the
Pandemic
hapPening now
and
world war 2?

Sometimes young Katagiri would cry for
the pilots taking ofF, in the planes which he
had worked on.
They were kamikaze pilots.
They would not return home.

Before I went into the Air Force, I had
decided to die anytime, anywhere, for Japan.
That's human beings. You can have a strong
patriotism for America, you know? You have
it, otherwise you are not American. So, same
apPlied to me.

Do you have any ideas
about who you are
that you hold on to?

So, I was always ready
to die, anytime, anywhere.
But when a big bomb
exploded, I ran away!
I jumped into a hole, and
I was chanting the name
of AmitAbha BudDha.
“Please help!”

AmitAbha is the
principal budDha
in “Pure Land”
BudDhism *

Was it my idea to run away
from the bomb? No way.
You want to live. Everyone
has a great energy. It’s the
desire to live, to be.
It’s beyond like or dislike.
However you feEl - goOd,
bad, or so-so - this great
energy is behind it.

What would you do
if a big bomb went
ofF NEARby?
“Strength to live,
Joy to be allowed to live”
Calligraphy by Dainin Katagiri

Would you hold
on to your ideas?

This flow of energy is just like a
spinNing top with lots of colors.
AlL the colors of your life are
there, your karma from beginNinglesS past. They are not mixed up.
But spinNing realLy fast, the top
blurs into white. It’s just like a
blank sheEt of paper, on which you
can write something new.
That’s why whatever you want to
do, you can do it. This great
energy supPorts your life.

Hokyoji Zen Monastery
Minnesota, USA

In the midDle of this flow of energy,
you can find peace and harmony. This
is the purpose of BudDhist practice:
to live, to be present. Not just for
you, but with alL beings.
In the world of thinking, there is no
end of fighting. So, you have to
know: Where is peace? Where is
harmony?

You have to realize this.
You have to research it.
You have to continualLy
investigate.

Where is peace,
Where is harmony,
For you?
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This episode is mostly based on a series of talks
by Katagiri Roshi on “Genjokoan”. You can read
the transcripts at katagiritranscripts.net:
Genjokoan Lecture 1, Part 1
Genjokoan Lecture 1, Part 2
Genjokoan Lecture 2
AdDitional statements are drawn from the
biography of Katagiri Roshi by Andrea Martin:
CeaselesS EfFort: The Life of Dainin Katagiri
Katagiri Roshi’s CalLigraphy is from
“The light that shines Through Infinity”
edited by Andrea Martin

